Not all muscles meet the same fate when they die.
Two general patterns of cell death are usually described in animals: necrosis and apoptosis. The former is a passive process that displays cellular swelling and lysis, while the latter involves cellular shrinkage and gene-mediated, ATP-dependent processes. Independent of the proximal cause of cell death, cell corpses are almost always removed by phagocytic cells. This is far from universal for all cells however, since phagocytic cells have not been noted during the programmed death of some skeletal muscles in insects. To further explore this, we used a variety of anatomical methods to examine the death of the intersegmental muscles (ISMs) of the moth Manduca sexta. The ISMs are giant cells that die during the 30 h following adult emergence. At no stage examined were hemocytes or other cells associated with the sarcolemma. The failure to detect macrophages was not due to technical limitations since immunohistochemical and functional studies demonstrate their presence in the hemolymph. The absence of phagocytosis to remove ISM corpses suggests that all of the biochemical machinery required for cellular destruction is resident within the ISMs themselves. This is consistent with analysis suggesting that Manduca does not possess sufficient numbers of macrophages to consume the ISMs. Given that insects do not have adaptive immunity, the ability to use a completely cell autonomous process may be a developmental option that cannot be exploited in vertebrates.